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is in my estimation, that the dreamer,
the successful relaxer is a stronger
personage than the vigorous and over
attacker.
Then I want you to be
Last Monday our Seniors made time resumes his calm, This law dreamers and not be slaves driven to
their debut in their caps and gowns, operates even in morals. Those who the mills of ceaseless endeavor,
They marched in, led by Prof. Pogue, are in deadly earnest all the time Never fear to spend some idle hours
their class advisor, and Mr. Bonner, amount to little more than those who to spa(je the loamy shade of a thousthe class president. Prof. Pogue af are not earnest at all. As our experi- and hillsides, and let your soul leap to
ter opening the service with prayer, ence enlarges we discover that a God.
delivered a most able and inspiring great many things are of no import«we must not all be dreamers. But
address on "The Power of Medita ance. Some things matter a great America has gone to seed on efficiency,
tion."
deal and we ought to be very earnest system, program and the business of
Professor Pogue said in part:
and conscientious about them, but to making good, and we need some one
"What do we seek in life ? What keep a keen conscience and a correct to dream for us save our art, our
is it we all want ? I take it everyone sense of right and wrong we need musjc> 0ur literature, our religion
of us wants first of all to live a life ]arge spaces of indifference.
Oc- even, from the vandals of commercialof reasonable contentment and poise, in casionally we need to loiter and laugh, ism. Oh, the terrible struggle to
other words we want happiness. In \ye can be too §ober and solemn just make good! Oh, the plan, the effort,
the second place every one of us wants as we can
j)0 too frivolous
and the stretch, the disappointment, the
to get ahead, or get on, or to succeed thoughtless. The well balanced life heart crush of it all—this making
or whatever you have a mind to call needs a little of both. If life is go- good by the rule of commercialism!
it. The real triumph of life consists ing to be sweet and wholesome it Our characteristic Americanism .s
in the proper balance of both of these ought to be composed something af- achievement. We get things done,
objects. To make no effort, to con- »(>r the manner of the soda biscuits but we have pushed the virtue too far
tent ones self merely with being our mothers used to make. That is, and made vice of it. We have but one
happy, to be satisfied with obscurity there must be just the right propor- life to live,7 why not live_ it and «
get
appeals to very few. On the other tion of sour milk and soda. If there some joy out of it as we go along,
hand few of us would choose fame if is too much soda the biscuits are and not burn it up in violent heats for
we positively knew that our lives greenj jf there is too much sour milk we know not what!
would be
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far ,nt0 the spiritual life, to preach, teach and evince the living
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happy. We must be both, which us
There was once a saint who said.'I word of God. And I am going to exually resolves itself in our times into
went away from God to find God'.
press to you this hour what I have
the business of making good—doing
"Now if life moves by the rhythm called the philosophy of not trying to
something.
"A human being is a force or rather of swe11 and relaxation who then is to succeed
a bundle of forces Every known know or iudffe ,f time is ever wasted ?
To be successful you must please
Lee in the world is rhythmic. No And who can know that the hours the people by doing the thing that
force is continuous. The wind comes tha" y°u may have sPent in relaxation meets their fancy. You must preach,
in gusts, water moves in waves. The and musing are not destined to be the you must write, you must sing, you
movement of the sun and the moon seed time of some great thought, must paint, you must play according
and all the heavenly bodies is rhythm- some great discovery, the hours of to the palpable tastes of the time or
ic. The year has its recurring sea- Preparation for some great task? else you will not succeed,
sons. The blood circulates through No one but God can Judge us of our
"in the second place if you are to
our body, not in an even flowing cur- time. and I have come to believe that succeeed you must contest to surpass
rent but by pulse beats. We breathe time sPen't in meditation or resting is your fellow-men, for a quitter never
rhythmicly.
NEVER wasted, unless it unfits one wins and the winner never quits.
"The same thing is true of the for work- :t is recognized of course You must sell yourself. You must
human spirit. Our minds have their that anything can be overdone. You make the public buy your services,
lights and shadows, exaltations and can Play and rest so much that y°u You must follow the rule of three:
depressions, heights and depths, have not time for work, but the point
(Continued on page 5).
We must do our work certain hours of
•the day and certain other hours we
must rest. To keep everlastingly go
ing at high tension brings nervous
pjrostration. In our talk we must
not shout all the time. If we do it
will have the same effect as though
we said nothing.
"In business the man who is bustl
ing all the time is not so successful as
Phone 211.
Upland, Ind.
the man who bustles vigorously at
the right time and the rest of the
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From Jerusalem
One of our old volunteers writes:
Greetings to you from the "City
of the King."
I am so glad to be
here. It is just three weeks tomor
row since I reached this wonderful
city. I was on the way, from Detroit
to Jerusalem almost four weeks. Of
that time I was three weeks on the
water. I enjoyed the trip very much
tho' it was cold weather and rough
seas most of the way.
The Lord met my needs in a very
wondrful way. On the fourth of
January, I received word that I was to
sail February tenth. At that time I
had received only a little over fifty
dollars on my outfit. I had to have
my outfit, transportation expenses and
pledges for my first years support be
fore I could come. Well the first
week after receiving that word I
didn't receive another cent. Then af
ter that the money came from all
directions both in cash and pledges so
that in four weeks and a half I had a
fairly good outfit, over $450.00 for
transportation expenses and money
for after I got to the field, and $765
pledged for my suport which is only
$660 per year. If I had had any
doubt (which I didn't) that God
wanted me here that experience was
enough to dispel it. The finest part
about it was that it came mostly in
small amounts. Fifty dolars was the
most from any one person and only one
pledge and one cash gift like that.
Oh! we have
a great God—one
worth serving and one worth going to
the ends of the earth to tell about.
I am to be here at headquarters
for a while. I am teaching some in
the Girls' Training School and trying
to learn Arabic. We have the only
American church in Jerusalem. There
are English, Lutheran, Greek, Latin,
Moslem and Jewish churches here.
The Jews had a great feast, the
feast of Purim or Queen Esther's
feast, last Thursday night and Fri

day. They were masquerading around the streets in fine style.
Remember me to any who know me.
Yours for the Master,
DOROTHEA DAVID,
Box 480, Jerusalem.

From Central America
Sarah M. Cox, a former teacher,
writes,
In spite of all odds we have obeyed
the commission to "Go" and He has
verified the promise, "I will be with
you." By his grace and help and the
faithful efforts of a few pioneer miss
ionaries who suffered more than we
know anything about, we have been
enabled to get our feet planted firmly
on the ground. By love, kindness and
prayer we have been able to break
down much of the former prejudice
and gain the confidence and respect of
the people. Many have believed the
the gospel and accepted Christ as
their Savior, suffering all the conse
quences that his step must bring to
time as being deserted, persecuted
and looked down on by their own peo
ple. It costs us so little in compari
son to be a Christian in the U. S.
In January of this year I was
privileged
to accompany Brother
Scott, our superintendent, on an
evangelistic visit to Mexico. The
country was in the midst of a fresh
outbreak of the revolution which has
gone on almost incessantly for four
teen years and which has certainly
left its effects both materially and
morally on the country. We saw no
fighting
but were • in two wrecks
caused by the rebels, saw the dying
and gave first
aid to the wounded.
Through all the protecting hand of
our God was over us and we were able
to reach four of our churches and
give them the much needed encourage
ment in this time of distress. May
God have mercy on poor Mexico.
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Volunteer Band
The lesson for the evening was
taken from Acts 13th chapter. "The
spirit said, 'Separate ye Barnabas and
Paul for the work whereunto I have
called them'. " From this portion of
the scripture we see that the spirit
does separate people and call them
into the missonary work. It is not
enough to go because we see the need
but rather go because there has come
to us an unmistakable call from God.
We learned to-night that all the
books of the New Testament were
written by missionaries.
Eleven of
the disciples were missionaries, and
the one who was not was a traitor.
The remainder of our service was
given over to telling how we were
converted. The president had plan
ned for the foreign students in our
midst to have this part of the service
but only two were present so we had
a general testimony meeting. The
son of a missionary to India gave the
story of his conversion. IHe said, "I
did not want to be a missionary but
now I do. Jesus can save to the utter
most." Our student from the Phillipines said, "I am a new man in Christ
Jesus." The concensus of the testi
monies was "Old things have passed
away, behold all things have become
new."
—E. G. COLLINS.
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of 1752, January 1 was adopted as the
beginning of the legal year, and it was
customary for some time to give two
dates for the period intervening be
tween January 1st and March 25, as
January 175, 2-3.
The attempt of France, under the
decree of the National Convention,
November 24, 1793, to remodel the
calendar, had two
features that
should appeal to the romanticism of
Co-Eds.
First, the names
of the
months were representative of the
season: Autumn months—Vendernai,
vintage month;
Brumaire,
foggy
month;
Frimarie, sleet
month.
Wiinter—Nivose, snowy month; Pluviose, rainy month; Ventose, windy
month;
Spring—Germinal,
bud
month; Florial, flower month; Prairial, meadow month. Summer—Messidor, harvest month. Thermidor, fruit
month. Napoleon re-established the
common Christian or Gregorian calen
dar in France, January 1, 1806.
(Continued on page 5).

nearly two months after the event,
and at the request of Julius Cassar,
the Greek astronomer, Sosigenes,
By Adaline Eugenia Stanley
with
the assistance of Marius Fabius,
Facts are not always as interesting
as is fiction—to Co-eds. There are,, contrived the so-called Julian Calen
however, some really interesting facts dar. The chief improvement consisted
connected with Leap Year, and, beg in restoring the equinox to its proper
ging pardon of our worthy young place by inserting two months be
people, this article will first investi tween November and December, so
gate what was and is, leaving to a that the year 707 (B. C. 46), called
later section the dreamy facts and the year of confusion contained four
fancies of youthful minds. If one must teen months. In the number of days
take the bitter and the sweet, by all the Greek computation was adopted,
means form the habit of bitter before which made it 365,1-4. To dispose of
sweet. Such a procedure leads to that the quarter of a day it was deter
to intercalate a
day every
happy state of mind incident either mined
to the joys of knowing that the worst f°urth year between the 23, and 24 of
is past, or to that felicitude of feeling February. This calendar continued in
use among the Romans until the fall
that the best is yet to be.
of the empire, and throughout Christ
Monday evening, May 5, a number
Section I—Facts.
endom till 1582.
of girls were secretly invited to the
We organize our activities by our
By this time, owing to the cumula home of Mrs. Lola Ayers. Shortly
calendar they say. "Calendar" is "a
system of dividing time into years, tive error of eleven minutes, the before the ringing of the last dinner
months, weeks, and days for use in vernal equinox really took place ten bell, the group had gathered and while
civil life, or a register of 'these or sim days earlier than its date in the calen waiting for the "Guest of Honor" to
ilar divisions." The periodical occur dar, and accordingly Pope Gregory arrive, the girls participated in vari
rence of certain natural phenomena XIII, issued a brief abolishing the Jul ous activities, some making them
gave rise to the first division of time, ian calendar in all Catholic countries selves at home in the kitchen helping
the division into weeks being the only and introducing the one now in use, with the refreshments; while others,
purely arbitrary partition. The anci the Gregorian or reformed calendar. made themselves at home in the par
ent Egyptians, Jews and Greeks work In this way began the new style, as lor.
ed out systems each based upon the opposed to the other or old style.
As the time drew near for the arri
idea of making the beginning of the Ten days were to be dropped; every val of this Guest of Honor who was
seasons return on the same fixed day hundredth year, which by the old style no more or less than a "Milly" Whetof the year. The Romans at first was to have been a leap year, was now sel, the girls kept one eye "on the
divided the year into ten months, but to be a common year, the fourth ex window" and at the same time began
they early adopted the Greek method cepted; and the length of the solar to wonder how Mildred Radaker was
of lunar and intercalary months, mak year was taken to be 365 days, five working her scheme, which was to
ing the lunar year consist of 354, and hours, forty-nine minutes, and twelve promise Miss Whetsei a walk down
afterward of 355 days, leaving ten or seconds, the difference between which town and on the way to stop at Mrs.
eleven days and a fraction to be sup and subsequent observations is im Ayres' to do some errands for her.
Shortly after six o'clock the two
plied by the intercalary division. This material, amounting to about one day
arrangement continued till the time of in three thousand years. Between the "Milly's came strolling down the
Caesar. The first day of the month years 1582 and 1753, all Christian street while every girl scampered to
was called the calends. In March, May, nations, except Russia, adopted the the kitchen.
July and October, the 15th, in other Gregorian calendar. (For more com
As soon as the "Captive" stepped
months the 13th, was called the ides. plete details see Hill's Practical Ref within the threshold of the door, the
The ninth day before the ides (reckon erence Library, Vol. 1., "Calendar", girls came trouping from the kitchen
ing inclusive) was called the nones, or any encyclopedia.) It is the inter with "Happy Birthday, Milly."
being therefore either the 7th or the calary day, February 29th, of this
The event of the evening was en
Gregorian calendar that causes the
5th of the month.
joyed by all and each withdrew at the
From the inaccuracy of the Roman apparent leap over a day of the week, ringing of the seven-thirty bell wish
method of reckoning, the calendar and makes trouble (?) for the Co-Eds. ing Mildred many more happy birth
came to represent the vernal equinox
In the English calendar adjustment days.
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of Saxe-Coburg, to share her kingdom ness of God here and that the arts
example when, under the exigencies of and sciences, in addition to religion,
(Continued from page 4.)
contribute to tha't consciousness, make
Second. The year was made to con and her heart. There are other ex
igencies
besides those
of royalty. melody in the human soul and enhance
sist of twelve months of three decades
Should the joy of initiatory favors be the worth of man to the world.
each, and 'to complete the full number,
"In my estimate the world of beau
five fete days, or sansculotides, in restricted to the sterner sex? Custom
has her errors. Who's here so base tiful things makes
richer the
leap year six, were added to the end
would fetter Cupid? Well did Chauc joy of the Lord. To me the trees are
of the year. The significant fact for
er's Franklin's lady say to her knight: great and patient giants in whose
Co-Eds is that, as in France so else
"For o thyng, sires, sauftly dar I seye, arms the birds may nest and sing.
where, the added or intercalary days
came more or less to be associated That freende's everych oother moot To me the flowers are vested choirs
of song. To me the stars make up
obeye,
with fete or holidays.
If they wol longe holden compaignye. the magnificient point-lace of the
Section II—Facts or Fiction
Love wol not been
constreyned by vaulted blue. Do not the heavens
Thus far the author has adhered
declare the glory of God and the
maistrye.
to facts gleaned from thick encyclo
Whan maistrie comth, the god of love, firmament show his handiwork? Ev
pedic sources. This section will be de
ery sunset, every stroke of ligthning,
anon,
voted to facts or fiction, as you like
Beteth his wynges and, farewel, he is every song and sound of the vernal
it. The discriminting judgment of
wood, every blossom in May, every
gon!"
Co-eds may be depended upon to make
Continued on page 8
Let us, then, hear the conclusion of
the discrimination and—the proper
connection, For holidays always mean the whole matter. Leap year is but the
between the old
at least to Co-eds, Come, let us two connecting link,
and the new in the evolution of love.
get together.
Already Cupid has stretched his little
The French are a pleasure loving
wings from 1 to 366 days in which to
people. (So are Co-eds.) Five, in leap
revel at hearts. But the end is not
year six, annual fete days were not
yet. The golden age of the emotions is
too many for them. The cold, Gregor
dawning. Love without dissimulation;
ian calendar, which, holds time down
love, pure and simple and God-like;
to its last fraction of a second, allows
love that knows no bounds of time or
but one such day, and that but once
space or season; love holy, triumphant,
in four years. And then, as if to com
eternal—such love as
was in the
plete its intellectual penuriousness,
mind and the heart of the Eternal
serenely drops three more of these in
Ice Cream, Milk, Cream,
when He said, "Come, let us make
every four hundred years. Were the
man male and female." This is the hope
Butter, Buttermilk, and By
needs of Co-eds ever so over-looked.
which each leap year symbolizes for
Believers in predestination can but
Co-eds. He (generic term) that hath
products.
see that a kind fortune had Co-eds in
ears to hear, let him (generic term)
mind, when life's cycle was cut short,
hear remembering, in the words of
in order that none of them might en
Drummond, that "Our choices and MARION
INDIANA
dure the loss humiliating of the cen
not our chances determine character,"
tury's extra day more than once in a
—even in Leap Year.
life time. Little wonder that the leap
year's one remaining fete day took on
a fate-full hue.
(Continued from page 2)
But, as Emerson has pointed out,
the laws of compensation are abroad prepare for the job ahead, fill the
in the land. The genius of man (the present job completely, and help the
author's "man" like Dr. Paul's breth man behind you to take the place you
ren is a generic term) lies in his (gen leave. So with the painter I choose
eric term) powers of adjustment. And my place and dream where trumpets
so it has come about that for the lone keep the golden cry of life's best
quadrennial intercalary day there has melody and water is not specked with
for
To do
been substituted the entire 366 days empty praise and blame.
things
for
God
and
through
God,
and
of leap year, and woman herself has
years and years
been called to the heroic task of help not for man and through man vis my
greatest
aim.
I
want
to
be
a
mystic,
ing to make all things work together
the manufacturer of
for the good of Co-eds who love each and I have set my heart on knowing
other. Glorious calendaric culumina- God through the many avenues that
tion! and yet there are those who ig- lead to Him. Art, music, literature,
norantly stare destiny itself in the science, nature, humanity and religion
face and question the ways of the all have a mystic power that draws
Class Jewelry
one into the presence of the Almighty.
gods.
I
believe
that
man
may
attain
to
an
Did not Queen Victoria set a royal
high estate, she asked Prince Albert immediate knowledge and conscious

Leap Year
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need to do is draw it out.
But we
are ignorant of this treasure and for
get that the wealth has been stored
Prayer Band met in the chapel on
up in Christ since the foundation of
April 23. Although we were few in
the world. Shall we not trust God to
nuumber the blessings were numer
supply all our needs according to His
ous. Mr. Rehme read as a lesson the
riches in glory by Christ Jesus.
first
twenty-three verses of the
We rejoiced greatly to have Mr.
seventh chapter of Matthew. He gave
and Mrs. Rawley with us on May 2nd.
a short talk on the Christian life. We
The Lord made them a great blessing
often look at some of our fellow stud
to us while they sang, "A Wireless
ents and wish we could live the ChristMessage From the King," and "While
life as they do. The only way to be
the Years Roll On." Their bright
a strong Christian is to spend much
testimonies should serve as a great
time in prayer. Our lives are being
encouragement to us who are younger
continually watched and if we do not
to never let the fire die out of our
have a happier life and do more for
souls. Mrs. Duryea brought us the
the people around us than those who
message from Rom. 5:17 on the sub
are nob Christians, others will hove no
ject of "Abundance of Grace." Some
faith in our religion. They will mock
of the reasons why we need this abun
when we ask them to come to God.
dance of grace are: (1) For conse
Many who are not followers of Christ
cration.
(2)
When crisis comes.
have no way of seeing Him except by
(3). In time of waiting, especially
looking at our lives. What a respon
for our call. (4). For ministers to
sibility this gives us! Let us con
keep true. (5) To keep sweet. (6)
stantly go to God in prayer for help
To be outspoken. (7) For trials.
and guidance.
(8)
When
misunderstood.
How
On April 29, Mr. and Mrs. Rowley may we obtain this abundance of
had charge of the service. They sang grace? God says in His word that
for us a song entitled, "The House after
the Holy Ghost descended,
that stood the Storm." As they great grace was upon them all. Even
were singing we could only think of so may we have this abundance of
it as a comparison to these two old grace.
people who have so nobly withstood
•—Reporter
the storms of life. Mr. Rowley re
lated to us many of his experiences
and gave us some good advice. Lives
such as their should be a great source
The Standard Bearers met Mon
of inspiration to us, who are younger day evening, May 5th, at 5:30 at the
Christians.
-Reporter.
dining hall and had dinner.
The

Prayer Band

Standard Bearers

Holiness League
Holiness League service for April
25th was marked by an inspiring mes
sage from Dr. Wray. The main
thought for the evening was "The
Sufficiency of Christ." We were lead
to see how rich we are when we are in
Christ. There are two propositions
in our salvation.
(1)
We must be
in the right position; that is, in Christ
(2) Christ must be in us. Every
thing we need is in Christ and all we

meeting was then called to order at
6:30 in society hall.
A letter from Marie Adams was
read. We are glad that we may have
a part in the support of Miss Adams
and pray God's choicest blessing up
on her.
A very precious message was
brought to us in song, "Blessed Calva
ry" by the Carmen sisters. The mess
age of the cross can never grow old.
If only more of us would receive the
vision, of the one who died for us!
We are happy that through Jesus we

have victory and that He is our
mesage to a sin sick world. May we
strive to life Him up in our lives.
Mr. Olson gave us a very interest
ing talk on the Indian and our rela
tionship to him.
We are rejoicing
that our God is a God and Savior of
all men. He is no respecter of per
sons. He took even you and me.
The meeting closed with prayer.
H. E.

Eureka
Saturday, April 26, the club met as
usual, but owing to the absence of so
many of her Mnanka aspiring sons we
adjourned to visit our Eulogian
brothers whose ranks were also de
pleted, due to the Mnanka banquet.
In acknowledgement of their kind "in
vite' 'to come again we wish to thank
them here and express our real desire
to pass the "pipe of friendship" in our
own "lodge" soon.
May 3, we were honored by a visit
from the Eurekan sisters of both the
Soangetaha and Mnanka clubs. And
too, "Laughter holding both her sides"
was much in evidence amid the dis
cussion of "Resolved: That the Com
mittee on Government at T. U. should
grant social privilege to church on
Sunday night." The Misses Mildred
Kellar and "Peggy" Hardenbrook af
firmed and Messrs. Stevenson and
Snell denied the proposition (a rather
warm combination, be it known!)
We are pleased to state that the
visitors becomingly bore off the laur
els and we only regret the absence of
the committee involved., The spirit
of the occasion was greatly enhanced
by Mr. Lyon's report as critic pro tern.
Mnankas, Soagetehas, come again.
"Resolved: That the district court
of Oregon was justified in declaring
the bill prohibiting parocial and priv
ate schools unconstitutional," the
question for debate May 10, is one of
the live problems of our nation to-day,
in a local guise. For the democracy
of the America of future generations
will be the product of that great
"melting pot," our magnificent nation
al system of public schools. This de
bate was the first of our Triangular
series.
Those
participating were
Messrs. Kaetzel, and Texter affirma
tive and Messrs. Harbell and York
negative. Mr. Whiteneck gave a very
able criticism of the debate. At the
close of the session we "celebrated"
our baseball victory.
—R. M S.
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Eulogian Debating Club Pennsylvania Auxiliary Mnanka Debating Club
The Cluub met in regular session at
6:30, May 10th. After a short busi
ness meeting the orders of the day,
Parliamentary drill, were taken up.
President Pry presided. Keen inter
est was shown by a majority of the
members, and the meeting progressed
with considerable snap. Some of the
divisions of parlimentary law that
were exercised were:
Main motion,
amendment to the main motion, amendment to the amendment, privileged motion, motion to lay on table,
reconsideration, indecorum and the
appeal. Points of difficulty concerning these were emphasized when
necessary by referring to the Club's
guide, Robert's Rules of Order.
The Club was adjourned promptly
at 7:30 to meet one week hence.
—L. J. N., Reporter.

Philalethean Literary
Society

The Pennsylvania Auxiliary met on
April 22nd to re-organize. Officers
were chosen as follows:
President—George H. Samuelson.
Vice President—David M. Hasbrook,
Secretary- Norman Rose.
Treasurer—Dale Tarbell.
Reporter—Henry M. Texter.
The auxiliary is now ready to do a
great work for the Master. Plans are
being made to send Gospel Teams into the Keystone State. A large number of letters have been sent out to
pastors in our state. But to carry on
this work we need Divine guidance
which we can only get by prayer. If
you are from Pennsylvania or interested in the evangelistic campaign
that is being organized for work in
that state this summer. Come to the
prayer meetings in Room 9 at 6:30 a.
m. each day of the week.
On Monday evening, April 28th the
Pennsylvania students and Prof.
Bothwell, who is also a member of the
Keystone State, enjoyed dinner together.
This occasion was marked
by a strengthening of the unity of
this body. Dr. Paul was our guest.
Save a ^ew remarks about the
w°rk he wished to see done in Pennsylvania.
Reporter,
.
.
' ~
lhalOnian Literary feOCiety

Saturday evening, May 10, The
Philalethean Literary Society rendered an unusually interesting and entertaining program.
After the devotions by the chaplain,
the auditorium became dark; all were
silent. Not a stir was heard save
soft whispers and rhythmic heart
beats. Then the lights were on and
the first number of the Philo stunts
was shown. The terror of the pending operation! It held the audience
under the breath of suspence.
Then followed one number after an
other each adding spell to spell.
There were reminiscene-s of childhood
school days, so dear to us all; pecu
liarities of humanity in the hands of a
photographer, modern specimens of
advertising, and other dramatic acts.
All these thrilling spices of life
brushed off every care of the v eekend,
and all our troubling thoughts were
vanished.
Nearly two hours flew past without
notice or sense of time; then the clev
er humorous touches from "Down
South" sent us home with a smile.
The entire program was full of experiences and surprises occasionally
punctuated by applause and laughter,
Many declared it to be a most delightful evening's entertainment. A business meeting was held by the society at the conclusion of the program.
—Reporter.

There was no regular meeting of
the Mnanka Debating Club on April
26th, because of the annual banquet
which was held that evening in Swal
low Robin basement.
The Eureka Debating Club was
visited the following week, May 3rd.
Miss Mildred Kellar represented the
Mnankas in an extemporanious debate
and helped Miss Hardenbrook, repre
sentative of the Soangetha Club, to
carry off the decision. For a detailed
account of the debate see the Eureka
report.
On Saturday , May 10th, Mrs. Jennings, the president opened the meeting, and Miss Mildred Radaker led
the devotions. Parliamentary drill
was the order of the evening. Our
supervisor, Miss Stanley, was present
and gave us many helpful suggestions.
G. 0. REPORTER.

The Thalonian Literary Society met
in Schreiner Auditorium Friday evening, April 25 at 8 o'clock. The following program was given:
Invocation—Mr. Marquis.
Violin Quartette—Misses Taylor and
Kobayashi, Messrs. McLaughlin and
Eddy.
Reading—Springtime a la CarteMiss Beale.
Essay on Burbank—George Stoddard. Read by Mr. Hunt.
Vocal Solo—Wm. McNeil.
Thalonian Review—Editor Mr. Lindell.
Mr. Stoddard's essay was both in
teresting and original. We now know
where our beans come from. The
other numbers were good. The Review was original both in subject matter and in manner of presentation,
There are not many more meetings
this year and many things are enterfering, but let us try to keep our inA
terest and
up
level.
~J attendance
— to high 1o
"01

Soangetha Debating
Club
On the evening of May 3, the regu
lar meeting of club was not held be
cause of the Eulogonian Banquet.
However, on the evening of May 10
the club met in regular session in the
Tower Room. Important business
was transacted after which we listen
ed to an interesting debate on the
question: Resolved:
That prohibi
tion officers should be selected by
civil service examinations. The afflrmative was upheld by Dorothy
Churchill and Ila Scovill while Lucile
Rose and Frances Rowland upheld the
negative. Miss Florence Beale acted
as critic judge and gave her decision
jn faVor of the affirmative. At the
ciose of the debate the meeting was
adjourned.
-M. Coghlan, Reporter.
Miss Leona Carmen of Cleveland,
visited with her sister Esther, for
a few days.
Mr. Heiser and Mr. Casser of Ohio,
were Sunday guests of Mr. Frey.
Miss Helen Shoemaker visited old
x. pj_ friends over Sunday.
———

Greetings
.

j

TO TfHE CO-EDS OF OUR
SISTER PUBLICATION.

THE GEM

!
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A Personal Testimony hard trials come I know then I am bem lllic n,,,. •
ing taken through the furnace to have
l O I l l s .r raise
all the dross taken out so j will shine
. r
~7T~R
r
v
as pure gold for Jesus.
0ne that is saved> sanctified and
T writ f
th n 6 f rU,i T rneS'
I wnte for he Glory of God for I am

known beyond the borders of my own
state for there is success that does not
succeed. I know I shall come to success in the thought of my Heavenly
Father and having Him as my comof ^
ic way j knQW that

^ h o7 f'r18
r"8
'!,T;
-MRS. SAM POLOVINA.
I, along with you MAY come to sucIOUS blood of Jesus
I am glad that
I
cess such as the worid reckons on.
1 cr.n recommend this great salvation
^
. ,,
* •
+ _ , +t
„
to everyone who will meet the condiSeiUO!* Day
fm tryl"g to aay then that there alL
J AddreSS
j
. ,
two roads to success—to do and to be.
A1
tions and pay the price for Jesus nev,
, , u
,
A
er fails in one of His promises. I had
(Continued from page 5 )
On the first you must be busy or fad to
to confess and forsake sin. I could season has a mystic something that 1"each the end' on 4 e s®c°n you ®an
n0W1Ilg
not leave anything covered up and ex- makes my heart leap up to God and dream and love an wor
pect to receive forgiveness. And I creates within me a desire to love, to end ls certam ea£cass> su^Cff ™ ^
am glad that I confessed and that my serve, to struggle toward success for men or success with Go .
ut e t at
may> success unseen or success
sins were forgiven and my name was Him, who enlarges my heart life with a®
written in the Lamb's book of Life, the enexplicable melody of His glori- ablaze, I am determined to think on
and it's still there. Glory!
I have ous world. Let it ever be Indian sum- whatsover things are lovely, and
something to shout about. Anybody mer in my soul.
whatsoever things are noble, to mediwho has his sins forgiven, and is
"Herein, my friends, is the way to tate on them in the night watches and
adopted into the Heavenly family of success that we can all attain. We crown my days ^with joy, the diadem
God has a right to shout. Bless God! can dream and dreamers never fail of tru® success.'
I soon found out that I had j'ust f°r they are good. It has been said
„
TT '
"+
been forgiven and not cleansed for that only two per cent of college
ASylOI* UMVGrSlty
whenever I would go to prayer meet- people are succeeding according to the
QlltlFtettGS
ing and they would hold a testimony rule of gold, so some of us might as
meeting I would always try to man- well make up our minds to succeed by
Not a little interest has been cenage to sit behind someone where I the rule of good. We have said time tered around the college quartettes
would be unnoticed, or else get the is never wasted, unless it unfits us this year. Three male quartettes,
baby on my lap so I would have a for work, so I think we might say al- two ladies' quartettes and two mixed
good excuse not to testify. But when so that life is never a failure, unless quartettes comprise the groups that
I read that "perfect love casteth out it unfits us for heaven. Then let us have pleased the ears of their many
fear" I said, "well, I surely haven't stop the mad rush of things and take listeners. Calls have come from variperfect love for I am afraid to testi- time to BE, never worrying about life ous churches, Bible Schools and Confy."
°r time being wasted. God is the ventions for quartette music, and as
I kept reading the Word and I read: Lord of the harvest and he alone the different groups have rendered
"He that hungers and thirsts after knows best the days of reaping. We service in these several places much
righteousness shall be filled." It does must and we all will succeed for there appreciation has been expressed for
not say might be filled or will be filled is a success that is not plumbed by the work that has been done. Also
some time, but puts it positively shall the coarse thumb and finger
of the college programs have been enhanced
be filled, and again I read that "With- world and does not smack of gold, by contributions from the different
out Holiness no man shall see God." It vibrates with the love of God, quartette groups.
That put me to thinking for I knew gleaned in hours of meditation.
An interesting feature of the year's
that I had been saved and my sins
If to be good is to be grea't then I work is a contest which will occur on
forgiven but if it took holiness to see am going to succeed for mystic medi- Monday, May 19th. This is between
God and gain heaven, I would not see tation enlarges the expanses of the the male quartettes and the ladies
Him. So I began to seek God with heart and helps me on to God. The quartettes. A prize of twenty-five
my whole heart. I was in earnest eye of vision looks beyond the sordid, dollars wil be awarded to the winning
about it too. Every opportunity I and images in the heart the noble and group.
had I would go to the altar and I the true.
Our president, Dr. Paul, wrote the
prayed at home and kept at it until I
"I would rather give to the world words for a new Taylor hymn and
at last met conditions and on the 11th one thought than to be a successful twelve hymn tunes were submitted
day of August 1911, God sanctified my collector of money or director of large for contest. Our mixed quartette
soul. I received the fiery baptism of activities. I would rather lead one groups presented these melodies in
the Holy Ghost. I was cleansed from soul to Christ or direct one person chapel, from which the nrize tune was
all inbred sin, Glory to Jesus. I still into the elysian fields of mysticism selected.
have the fire burning in my soul to- than become expert in directing deWe take this opportunity to express
night.
tail. I would rather develop a sensi- our appreciation of the kindly interest
Bless God it will help you to go tive soul and have a tender heart of Dr. Paul has manifested in the work
through all kinds of trials and temp- compassion 'toward mankind than to of the college quartettes.
tations and you will stay sweet too. come to fame. I would rather love
MRS. E. 0. RICE.
Glory to Jesus! Whenever the small the world about me than to have
trials come I just think that is the re- great riches. And yet I know I shall
There is
a full page
ilustrated
fining pot for the silver, and when succeed even though I may never be "r'1C'G by John Paul in this week's
Dearborn Independent,
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Nebraska Holiness As
sociation Indorses
Taylor

make it worthy of our patronage by
sending to it students and money, and
upholding it at a throne of grace:
Therefore, We do hereby commend
Taylor University and its president,
the Rev. John Paul, (whom we recog
nize as a highly gifted teacher of the
doctrine, life and experience of Bible
holiness) to the people of Nebraska
as a highly desirable college for your
young people to attend and as most
worthy objects of your benevolent giv
ing, your prayers and your commenda
tion to others.
Members of Board of Managers, Ne
braska State Holiness Ass'n, in at
tendance upon Mid-Winter Conven
tion, Lincoln, Nebr., Jan. 18, to 27,
1924.
JOHN H: HALL, President.
GEO. I. WRIGHT, Pres. Emeritus.
DR. D. J. PETERSON, Vice Pres.
MRS. J. H. MICKEY, Vice Pres.
NETTIE WILLIAMS, Secretary.
JOHN W. THOMAS, Ass't. Sec'y.
'MRS. J. W. THOMAS, Treasurer.
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In Marion
Do you wish satisfaction?

(This unsolicited paper was pre
sented and passed unanimously at the
midwinter meeting of the Associa
tion in First M. E. church, Lincoln,
last January.)
Ladies' Ready-to-Wear
Whereas, Modernism and New
Theology, with their insidious propa
and Millinery
ganda, are undermining faith in the
deity of our Lord Jesus Christ, weak
ening or destroying reliance upon the
Bible as being the Word of God, and
are being accepted and preached in
pulpits of orthodox churches in great
er or less degree; and are tincturing
the teaching in many of the schools
and collegds of our leading denomina
tions: and,
Whereas, while the teaching of so
many professors in these schools is
to be commended on the moral, ethical
and social sides, yet the teaching and
spiritual atmosphere of the class
rooms so fail to impress the fact and
need of Christ and Bible Christianity
The Second Annual Banquet of the
upon the student body that the outgo Eulogonian Debating Club was held on
ing students in their several com Saturday evening, May 3rd, 1924. At
munities and churches are ineffective 6:15 the members of the Club, and
as soul winners and fail to live lives those whom they had chosen to be
of zealous Christlikeness that in their guests for the evening, migrated
creases faith and devotion in others: from "The Bird House" across the
and,
street to the College Inn, where pre
Whereas, The need of schools and parations had been made for the fes
DR. F. L. RESLER
colleges ' wherein Christ and Bible tive occasion.
Having passed thru
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Christianity are so emphasized by the the vestibule and the double-door en
Office Over Postoffice
lives and teachings of the professors, trance to the banqueting hall the ban
Phones: Office 1132; Res. 104
by the spiritual atmosphere of the queters found themselves in an orien
Upland, Indiana
class rooms, the campus and the tal garden. There were flowers, and
Christian activities, that the product ferns, and shrubbery; and over head
of the schools and colleges will be so was a canopy of streamers of green
emphatically that of Bible Christians and gold. On the evening air floated
who as pastors, evangelists, mission soft music, the kind that takes you
aries, teachers, or as those engaged way off somewhere else. Along the
in the professions, commercial or north wall of the garden, partially ob
ON DRY GOODS, SHOES,
other pusuits in life as to give pre scured by the luxuriant vegetation,
RUBERS, AND
eminence to Christ as to exalt Christ was the Dreamer's Couch, under a fig
ianity in their church and community tree. Over to the west the jovial face
GENTS FURNISHINGS
life: and,
of Old Sol was casting golden beams
Whereas, Taylor University at Up thru a wind rippled cloud of green.
land, Ind., has had a successful career The larger part of the garden was oc
in its output of earnest Christians and cupied by tables, arranged to face the
of Christian workers; and is now, un south wall, along which was another
Cut Price Store.
Upland, Ind.
der its new charter and organization,
(Continued on page 15)
with its president, Rev. John Paul,
and its efficient corps of teachers, so
promotive of Bible Christianity (in
its two-fold experience of salvation
The little CORONA PORTABLE. Serviceable, economical, con
from sin thru the new birth and the
venient; the long-wearing students' typewriter. Sold on the easy
enthronement of Christ in the pure
payment plan.
heart) that is exemplified in a life of
ORLEY MORRISON, Upland, Indiana.
Christlike expression of love, so as to

Eiilogonian JBanquet

CUT PRICES

P. R. McREYNOLDS
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The Glory of the Cross

cannot save." How far from the
truth they were! Jesus was not an
ordinary martyr, powerless to save
,.
. „ ,
himself from death. This fact was
shown when the multitude came to
the garden to seize him and fell
.
.
.
,
backward, overcome by his supernatural power. On the same occasion he
said to Peter, "Thinkest thou that I
cannot beseech my Father and he
^ ^ nQw ^ me ^ ^

communion with God. Leave the
cross as an atonement out of the
Christian religion and you have a
system of ethics void of dynamic
power. Zoroaster and Confucius de,
,
. .
,
, A
vlsed good ,ethlCal syStefS but they
were Paries.s to save from sin and
to finish the motive power for the
rlghteous llfe" The cro®s Tr*?re
anythlng eIse distinguishes the Christion rehgl™
fro™ others"
Wlthoat
we would yet be in our sins and
the ^hole hmnan race would be without hope;
Sma11 Wonder then that
the Apostle Paul wrote to the Galatians, "God forbid that I should glory
save in the cross of Christ."
All this does .not„ mean that there
and

was any

T^"1

woaden st ruc"
T
0Ur Lord

ture to whlch the body of

was nailed'
Nor is there any virtue
in a bit of gold or iron shaped in the
form of a cross. There is a tenden
cy in the use of symbols and signs
to place much emphasis on the sign
and to make reverence for the sign
a matter of conscience while the truth
for which it stands is lost sight of.
The only value of the symbol is to
call to remembrance the fact and
meaning of Christ's death as an
atonement for our sins. It is that
which the cross signifies which makes
our hearts burn within us as we sing:
"In the cross of Christ I glory,
_
.
,
,
Towering o er the wrecks of time.
All the light of sacred story,
Gathers round its head sublime."

,
. ,, T>
„
r
In
the days of the Roman Empire
the cross was used as an instrument
of capital punishment. It was es,• ,
,,
,, ,
,
teemed s o dishonorable that only
4-u
slaves and the worst of criminals were
WOMAN.
subjected to death by this means. Its
Whose attention is not drawn when
association with this use made it a
we mention woman?
Whose heart is
synonym of the blackest _ ignominy
not softened by the thought of wom.
and deepest shame. But today we see
twelve legions of angels?" On an- an-• A real woman always cornthe form of the cross mounted high
other occasion he said, "No man tak- mands attention and the highest reupon church steeples,worn as an or
eth my life from me, I lay it down of spect. There is something attractive,
nament on a golden chain, or floating
myself."
uplifting and refreshing about her.
above the national flag.
Again we
S
.. at ,
..c a
This, then, is the secret of the pow- he wins her wag to the heart and
lKU u
± a
B church a
uu
see .it
the
altar
of
and
er
again whef
devout worshipers making the sign of
the cross. Jesus could have
®eems
the cross upon themselves. What has ^ved himself but for our sakes and sbe bas beel\ She brlngs a song to
wrought the transformation? What the sake of the wholc
he GAVE the beart and hght to bbe eye" Sbe
has changed the vile symbol to an ob- himself up to be crucified. He became Creatos an atmosphere that suggests
ject of reverence?
obedient to death, even th death of purlty and wholesomeness wherever
,
the cross, and suffered without the she goes" She is as far removed from
The change was brought a
gates that he might sanctify his being immodest and unchaste as the
nearly two thousand years ago when people
"
"
sun is removed from the earth. A
„ man called Jesus of Nazareth was
.
,,
,,
real woman pulls folks heavenward
g
ls su erlng because she is a Christian.
put to death on the cross, outside the
Her ingates of Jerusalem.
A man, did I and aff°ny on the cross which melts fluence
jn the home and as a leader
say? But this was more than a man. the hearts of sinners and draws them in spiritual things cannot be measThis was the son of God! The on- to him. It is the cross which impels ured. God has given her this unlookers railed at him as he hung us to consecrate our lives to his ser- equaled position and she who fills
there, and said "If he is the son of vice. In the cross we find the peace that position brings honor and praise
God, let him come down from the which passeth understanding and the to Him. That woman is a priceless
cross. He saved others, himself he assurance of a life of everlasting joy treasure.
F. G.
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Recital Program

Mnanka Banquet
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Orotorical Contest

The spring term recital for the jun
The evening of April 26th the
The Bishop William Taylor Oratori
ior departments of piano and express the Mnanka Debating Club held a cal Contest which usually enlists a
ion was held in Shreiner Auditorium, Banquet in the transformed basement goodly number of contestants did not
Tuesday evening, May 6. After a of Swallow-Robin, in honor of her fail this year in provoking the at
short prayer by Dr. Paul and a few worthy debaters.
tention of a number or young men.
remarks by Professor Miller, the lit
The room has been described as a If all the oratorical contests could
tle artists took the audience on long very Perisan Garden or Tea Room. gather as large a number of entrants
journey's to clockstores, to the woods, The colors, orange and white, gave a as does the Bishop Taylor contest our
to a race and to an old mill. Every warm feeling of hominess. Floor oratoricals would be much more suc
body listened to the story of Cin lamps and tiny table lamps gave the cessful. It seems, however, that
derella, who lost her slipper as the soft glow that was needed for perfect there is a delightful atmosphere about
clock struck twelve. Ralpha Ruth, as comfort.
Davenports, rugs, tables the life of our patron saint which
she read, showed that it is as simple for four, ferns, flowers, warbling catches the attention more readily
for God to forgive "bad folks" as it canary, birds, gold fish, pennants, and than do the possibly varied subjects of
is for mothers to forgive children for the banner "Champions" were all ar the other contests.
eating out of their "mamma's sugar ranged in such artistic order that one
On the evening of May 2nd, seven
bowls." Ardell Rice put her baby to could hardly imagine that this was young men, Messrs. Olson, Naden,
sleep as she sang about the sand-man. Taylor University.
Henning, Ogawa, Snell, Mosser and
Everybody enjoyed the drum solos
The orchestra, which was playing Lawrason delivered orations which
and wished for more.
as the guests entered, modulated into dealt chiefly with incidents from the
the familar tune "Silver Threads A- life of Bishop Taylor that bore direct
PROGRAM
Merry Lay
Porter mong the Gold" and the guests joined ly upon some spiritual attribute of
Happy Days
Porter in singing the Invocation after they this great man's life. Mr. Olson, who
won first place in the contest, likened
Sunshine Bright
Porter had found their respective places.
Following the delicious dinner, com Bishop Taylor to a Flaming Torch
Robert Bedwell
Allegretto
Beyer posed of many courses, intermingled that had lighted the world. Mr. Snell,
Ding Dong Bell
Gaynor with music from the victrola, the who won second place, discussed the
Autumn Leaves
Gaynor toastmistress, Miss Mildred Radaker, Faith, Charity and Obedience of Bish
presented the subject of the evening op Taylor, declaring that in these
Alfred Himelick
marks of Christian character we find
Vocal Solo
Selected and the speakers in order.
the secret of his success.
Art of Music—Miss Bothwell.
Ardell Rice
The most unique appearance of the
Art of Expression—Prof. Pogue.
The Chase
Ehmaut
evening was male by our little Japan
Art of Designing—Mrs. Shilling.
The Prize Pony
Swift
ese friend Shigetomi Ogawa who has
Art of Cooking—Mrs. Kuhns.
The Brooklet
H. Smith
been in America quite a little less
Art of Science—Prof. Durfee.
Anna Josephine Duckwall
than two years, but who did exceed
Art of Debating—Miss Stanley.
Teazing
Von Wilson
ingly well in handling the Englsih lan
Vocal Solo—Melvin Reed.
The Clockstore
Kern
Benediction—Chaplain, Mrs. Dur- guage. His oration was heartily re
Rolland Rice
ceived by everyone.
—B. R. P.
—K. B.
Reading
Uncle Aleck's Bad Folks yea.
Ralpha Ruth Harris
The Jolly Major
Krentzlin
WHAT IS SPRING WITHOUT
The Rogue
Hoffmann
Billy G. Duckwall
See——
Drum Solo
Selected
Alfred Himelick
On the Mill Race
Krentzlin
FOR YOURS.
Upland, Indiana.
Uncle Rmus
G. Schaeffer
Vera Ferguson
Moorish Dance
Kaiser o ———————
Mary Jane Duckwall
Mystic Procession
Horvath
Dawn Miller
TO SHOP AT THE
Reading _ Tom Sawyer's Love Affair
Mary Reed
Cinderella
Lemont
Victorine Paul
Comrades in Arms
Hayes
Tarn O'Shanter
Warren
MARION, INDIANA
Gerald Oren
'Complete" Department Store
In the Procession _ Hewitt (8 Hands)
Victorine Paul, Rolland Rice, Mary
Jane Duckwall, Billy G. Duckwall

AN OVERLAND

C. H. PITTENGER

YOU ARE INVITED

BOSTON STORE
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The Fallacious Gazette
See Dr. Paul pole vault this after
noon at 3:30.
Mr. Mumby the well-known acro
bat, will appear in Muncie next week.
Miss. Ila Scovill has just returned
from a musical career in Europe and
will sing in Schreiner Auditorium the
evening of May 28th.
Mr. Henning, Profesor of greek in
Columbia University, visited his Alma
Mater last week end.
Miss Elsie French, who has been
hair dresser for Mrs. Wray, has re
signed her position.
Mr. Stoddard has recently accepted
the position of head chef in the Up
land Hotel.
Miss Lindell has at last succeeded
in selling her new book "Still Looking
for a Man."
Mr. Arthur Rheme and family are
visiting his old friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Willard McLaughlin in Matthews.
Mr. W. L. Russel, while traveling in
Switzerland last summer, lest his
woe den leg.
Our reader will be interested to
know that Miss Kobayashi is head of
the largest shoo factory in Japan.
Northwestern University has re
cently conferred upon Miss Helen
Nickel, the degree of Bachelor of
Science. Goucher College placed her
at the head of their science depart
ment, and Miss Nickel is proving her
self very able in handling the subject,
for she is, by nature, especially fitted
to fill such a position as has been giv
en her. Her service in the college is
very satisfactory, and she is well
liked by all.
Prof. H. T. Blodgett, who is always
interested in the progress of love af
fairs, has been, for years, though un
known to all, working on an origi
nal theory. He at last has discovered
the method by which ardent, wholly
devoted lovers can learn whether
their lady loves care for them, and if
not, the method of obtaining and re
taining their interest.
Professor
Blodgett is more than willing to lend
aid to those who are unable to make
progress.
Experiments proving his
theory have been made, quite un
known to the one loved and the en
terprise has prospered.
While working in his labratory, Mr.
Orville Clark, the well known chemist
in John Hopkins, discovered the meth
od of retaiing youth indefinitely. Al
though the process is very compli

DID YOU TRY

cated, involving long hard hours of
careful work, perfect results have
been obtained. The operation has
been successfully performed on our
antiquated progenitors, the orangu
tan, which is sufficient proof that all
is well for those who desire to drink
from the fountain of youth. Such
wonder work has solved the problem
of old age, which heretofore has been
inevitable, but now wholly unneces
sary.
Dr. Daughenbaugh was recently apappointed Bishop over the French
Kongo District.

Why The Editor Left
Town
Mr. Briggs, spied a couple of arti
cles, one concerning a public sale, and
the other a write up of a wedding. He
asked the make-up man to get the
two articles together, and he did; but
here is how he put the two together.
The "mixture" was not known to the
editor until an angry preacher and
the mother of the bride appeared on
the scene.
Mr. Edwin Briggs and Miss Louise
Smith will be disposed of at public
auction at my barn one mile east of
a beautiful cluster of roses before a
background of farm implements too
numerous to mention in the presence
of about seventy guests, including two
milk cows, six mules, and one bobsled.
Rev. Carson tied the nuptial knot
with two hundred feet of hay rope,
and the bridal couple left on one John
Deere gangplow for an extended trip,
with terms to suit purchasers. They
will be at home to their friends with
one good buggy and a few kitchen
utensils after ten months from date
of sale to responsible parties and
some fifty chickens.
To be a "winner of souls" is a
challenge whether in the foreign field
or in the home land.

TINA LACEY

—For—
DRY GOODS & NOTIONS
Upland

FRANK R. PETERS!
DENTIST
Successor to W. D. Place
201 E. Main St., Hartford City, Ind.i

| CHARLES S. CLARK, D.D.S. |
Dentistry and Oral Surgery
[I. O. O. F. Bldg.

Phone 115 i

Hartford City, Indiana

All the latest
Sheet Music
Victor Records
Player Rolls
Steinway
Pianos and
other leading
makes of
Pianos and
Player Pianos

House of Butler
Marion, Ind.

J. C. KNOTT, D. C.

CHIROPRACTOR
Graduate Palmer School of
Chiropractic
N. Side Square
Phone 372.
Hartford' City, Ind.

WOMEN'S WEAR
THE QUEEN CITY

"Fordney Cafe"
A Good Clean Place to Eat
The House of Good Coffee
112 S. High Street

Hartford City

OPPOSITE GLASS BLOCK

MARION, IND.
Phone 507

J
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The Senior Breakfast
On the morning of May 3rd the
class of '24 with their adviser, Prof.
Pogue, was invited to the President's
home for an eight o'clock breakfast.
We were kindly received by Dr. Paul
at seven forty five, and after we had
spent a short time talking about
things of the past and anticipating
the future, breakfast was served in a
typical southern style.
The tables were placed in the shape
of a "T", the menu consisted of
grape fruit, chicken, hominy grits,
dressing, eggs, hot bischit, grape
juice, coffee and nabiscos.
After the meal Dr. Paul gave us
several selections on his French harp,
which he said were to help us remem
ber the occasion; the last number
was, "I'll Go Where You Want Me to
Go." After he had played it through
we stood and sang the first stanza of
that hymn, then Dr. Paul led in a clos
ing prayer. Mr. Bonner, our class
president, expressed our gratitude to
Dr. and Mrs. Paul.
One
unique
feature
of
the
morning was that we were made to
feel at home, and we were invited
to come again to the President's home
whenever we found it convenient.
We left at eleven o'clock having en
joyed a morning long to be remember
ed.
—I. S.

•

DINE AT KEEVERS CAFE

After everything's said and done,
more is said than done.
To wait patiently for God to under
take for your case is a real virtue.

BRANDON ELECTRIC
COMPANY

Witli Steam Table service, Hot
Sandwiches at all hours and
Coffee for the nervous
Our dinner lunch is 25c

Marion, Indiana
!

•-

"

*•

• •
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Sporting Goods
Physician's Supplies

Toilet Sundries
Stationery

PIONEER DRUG STORE

n Drug Store

The

assB

Upland, Indiana
Kodaks
Books

Paints
Wall Paper

>

HOOVER'S
THE LEADING HOME FURNISHERS
Cash—or—Credit
Hartford City, Ind.

We appreciate the patronage of Echo readers and assure all who
trade here a full measure of value for their money.

Always
something of
interest
at the big
vtr i
Weiler
Stores

Girls' Inter-Club Debate
Resolved: That a High Tariff is
beneficial to the Consumer, was the
question debated in Shriener Auditor
ium on the evening of April 26th,
when the Mnanka and Soangetha De
bating clubs met for the interclub de
bate of the spring term. The affirma
tive was upheld by the Misses Wini
fred Smith and Helen Nickel of the
Soangetaha club while the Misses Ada
Rupp and Harriet Leisure supported
the negative side for the Mnankas.
The decision was two to one in favor
of the negative.
Members of both clubs came, ex
pecting a close debate. Many said
*hat it was truly a well-balanced de
bate as well as an interesting one.
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SPECIAL DISCOUNTS GIVEN
TO TAYIOR UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Largest
Distributors
°f quahty
merchandise
•

m

eastern

Indiana

CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS

and SHOES

FOR MEN AND BOYS

CRONIN & CHALF ANT
•.

The Home of Hart, Scha ffner & Marx Clothes
HARTFORD CITY, IND.
Special Discount given to Taylor University Students

(

•

"Red" and "John"

Hayden-Lieber Company
HARDWARE and SPORTING GOODS
Hartford City, Indiana.
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in Master of Arts from T. U. in 1919
has been teaching in Alaska for the
past year and expects to be in China
next year.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Preusel are
now living at Irvingtore, N. J. where
Mr. Preusel is working. Mrs. Preusel
is better known as Eleanor Zange.
Mr. and Mrs. David Emmerman are
now living at Neshonic,, N. J. Mrs.
ate work in Harvard has been offer- Emmerman is better known as Wiled a position as assistant professor in berta Brower.
the Department of psychological re
search.
Can You Imagine?
No one late for chapel?
Lyman Focht is preaching at FilMr. Marquis in short pants?
more, Mo.
Grace Olson on stilts?
Madaline Bien has a position at
George Bradley without an appe
Akron, Ohio, and expects to be on our
campus in June.
tite?
John without a dreamy look?
Mr. and Mrs. Claudus Barret are
Raymond Rice on a "Kiddy Kar"?
the happy parents of another baby
Viola, born March 2.
"Koby" and Dr. Ayres together?
gjrli Claudine
They are living in Chicago.
"Sonny" Naden without his laugh?
"Mac' 'in a baby carriage?
Ruth Glasier who took her degree

ALUMNI
Lillian Armstrong has accepted a
position as a teacher of first grade in
New Castle, Pa.
Esther Glasier graduated in nurses
training from Blessing hospital, at
Quincy, Illinois, May 12th.
Amy Spaulding is enjoying her
work in Shanghai, China, as American
Executive for the W. C. T. U.
Ray Knight is preching at Flora,
Indiana.
Merle Raymonde is at a sanatorium
in Flint, Mich, for his health, and his
wife Ruth Pugh Raymond is teaching
in the public schools at Flint.
Mr. Flint Crozier is Supt. of schools
at White Salmon, Washington.
I. U. {Hill and family have returned
to their home at Atlanta, Georgia,
after spending the winter at Atlantic
Beach, Florida.
Rev. True Haddock has returned to
Nappanee.
Rev. B. M. Bechdott has returned
to North Mancher for his sixth year.
Alice
Odella Smith is
taking a
twelve weeks normal course at Muncie Normal.
Stella Thaker is now teaching in
Sardina, Ohio.
,H. A. Kirk is preaching near Peor
ia, Illinois.
Lester Brodds is preching at Christianburgh, Ohio.
G. A. Stiles has signed a contract
to return as Supt. of schools at Attic,
Kansas. His wife was Marie Schmidt.
Ethel Williams has gone to Soap
Lohe, Washington, for her health.
Rev. Fred W. Church in pastor at
Clinton street church, Brimghamton,
N. Y.
James Knight is preching at Cler
mont Indiana.
Orrel Allen is teaching at Brookwelle, Ohio.
C. S. Thompson is preaching at
Rodney, Ohio.
S. G. Rasmussom is preaching at
Emmit, Neb.
Mrs. Helen Hall Roberts has re
turned with her son Kenneth, to her
home in Winchendon, Mass.
Stuart Stoke, who is taking gradu-

GRANT TRUST & SAYINGS CO.
"The Bank of The People"
INDIANA

MARION

A CHEVROLET
At the end of 10,000 miles will cost you less than any car
on the market, figuring first cost, gasoline, oil, repairs and
depreciation. And in the meantime you are driving a regu
lar car.

Fred M. Sweetser Motor Co.
Fairmount—Marion—Swayzee

DR. H. N. TURNEY
DENTIST
Phone 58.

Marion, Indiana
X-Ray Equipment

508 Marion National Bank Bldg.
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Eulogonian Banquet
(Continued from page 9)

CHRONICLES
April 23—Mnanka-Soangataha De
bate.
April 24—Rowleys sing in chapel.
April 25—Thalo Program.
April 26—Mnanka Banquet.
April 27—Rowley's have chapel.
April 28—Gable leaves and the
Pennsylvanians have a party.
April 30—Mrs. Muns speaks in
chapel. Ice cream for dessert.
May 1—Day of Prayer for Taylor.
May 2—Bishop Taylor's birthday.
Oratorical
contest. Taylor Hymn
chosen.
May 3—Eulogonian Banquet.
May 5—Senior Day.
May 6—Junior Recital.
May 7—Eurekas win baseball title.
May 8—Sport has a bath.
May 9—First appearance of or
chestra in chapel.

table somewhat longer than the
others, and which was to accomodate
persons of note, including Master
Ralph Polovina, the Eulogonian mas
cot. Just behind the speaker's table
and some distance above it, on the wall
of the garden, were arranged in a
semi-circle the large letters—half
green and half gold—EULOGONIAN.
And there were small Eulogonian penants tacked here and there on various
parts of the garden wall.
When the banqueters had found
their places at the tables and were
seated, white jacketed waiters and
white aproned waitresses began to
bob in and out among the bushes to
the tables with good things to eat; for
instance, Cocktail,
Swiss Steak,
Mashed Potatoes, and Gravy, Peas
Rolls, Salad, Ice Cream and Cake,
The following
Coffee, etc.
IN
MODERN
SPEECH
When the duties of the waiters had
New Testament.
Isaiah
ceased the Toastmaster, Mr. George j Psalms.
And Others
Fenstermacher, arose and addressed
the assembly. He called attention to
the theme of the evening which was,
"The Christian Ministry,' 'and re
marked that he was glad the Club
banquets were no longer verging on
the frivolous but were taking on a
more serious aspect. He then intro
duced the first speaker of the evening,
Dr. Newton Wray, who spoke on the
subject, "Call and Vision." The other
speakers of the occasion and their sub
jects were: E. W. Pilgrim—Educa
tion for the Ministry; L. Brown, the
Pastorate. A. Beers—Evangelism; L.
Daughenbaugh—Secret of Success;
H. Ockenga—Character; Dr. John
Paul—Ministry of Today. Even tho
the remarks of the speakers were in
general along along a comparatively
heavy line of thought it was not for
gotten that "humor aids digestion."
The listeners enjoyed many a whole
some laugh as a result of the friend
ly spirit of "give and take" that
existed between toast-master and
speaker. Each made it his business
to "grin and bear it", and to "give one
better than the one that was given
him."
Interspersed with the addresses
were several musical numbers: Man
dolin Duet—Messrs. Brown; Vocal
solo, Holy City—Miss Landon; Piano
Solo, Country Gardens—Miss Behm;
Comrades Song of Hope—Philo Male
Quartet.
—L. J. N., Reporter.

Frank Blakely

Fine selection of Smith Rugs
and Armstrong Linoleum. Jf
the goods had been stolen, they
couldn't be priced lower.
GASTON, IND.

We serve the Best Food obtainable

Interurban Cafe
MARION'S LARGEST CAFE
24 Hour Service
420 S. Adams Street
Marion, Ind.
420 S. Adams St.
Marion, Ind.

HENLEY'S

Successors to Carter's Store

"The Store for
All The People"

Welcome T. U. Students
10 per cent Discount
Hartford City, Indiana

See K. C. Maynard

GOLDEN EAGLE

Down-town Headquarters for stud

ents. Will be glad to welcome you at
#

all times.

Buy at home your Suits, Hats, Caps,
Shoes and Shirts.
Upland, Ind.
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Only One Mother!

Hamburger Speciality
(Harriet Elizabeth Grose Dukes.)
No matter how great and good you
THOMAS CURTIS
are,
God gives you only one Mother;
214 E. 4th St.
Misses Betty
Krause,
Florence Even though her place may be filled
Marion, Ind.
Beale, and Messrs. Billy McNeil, Ar
by
thur Rehme, and Maynard Ketchem, The heart and hands of another.
I
went Monday evening to the home of
The
love
that
she
gives
so
willingly,
Miss Tressie Johnson for a birthday
party in honor of Mr. Kenneth John Should never forgotten be;
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON
Compared and measured with other
son.
loves
Gaston, Indiana
Miss Ella Ruth is in Louisiana,
'Tis deeper than the deepest sea.
leading Evangelistic singing in a
revival.
Only One Mother—then comfort her;
Miss Pharaba Polhemus was taken For one like her you will not find,
to her home in Daleville, because of Although you search the wide-world
Summitville, Ind.
illness.
over—
JEWELRY, BOOKS, MAGA
Miss Evelyn
Gaar, of
Earlham Not another as true and kind.
ZINES, and NEWSPAPERS.
visited Miss Mildred Kettyle for a
Her
love
will
follow
you
every
where
few days.
,
. . ........
Professor Stanley's Observation Whether up the ^teep heights of world
fame,
Class visited Marion schools three
weeks
ago and the
two following Or down to the depths of the lowly,
Wednesdays, they went to the Hart Her love will be ever the same.
ford City High school.
Mother-love is super-human,
FRUITS and HOME BAKERY.
Misses Betty Krause, Doris Blod- Pure and strong eternally;
gett, Mr. Earl Gehman and Mr. Leon As flesh of her flesh, and bone of
Manning
went to their
homes in
her bone,
SPECIAL PRICES ON
Michigan for the week end. Mr. A. C. Is thy Mother's deep love to thee.
Thompson visited Miss Blodgett.
Especially Two-Row Cultivators
Miss Eliza Gehman visited T. U. And her heart's desire and prayer is:
and
went back Monday
with her "Keep my child from wrong and harm.
Guide and lead him, Heavenly Father
brother Earl, who has left school.
GASTON, IND.
Professor Blodgett's Zoology class Into God's Celestial Morn.
had an enjoyable fishing excursion
Monday afternoon at the Mississinewa river.
Several students went to Marion to
hear the Peace Orations. Mr. Harold
Ockenga, Freshman, one of the con
testants, won third place.
Last week Miss Elsie French spent
Sunday with her parents of Poneta,
Indiana.
After spending a few days at her
home, Mrs. Vayhinger was taken back
to the Methodist hospital in Indiana
polis. She is not much improved.
Mr. Duryea, one of our field men,
spent the week end with his wife and
daugther Evelyn. He left Monday for
the General Conference in Spring
field, Mass.
Professor Pogue read "The Hour
Glass" in Grace M. E. church, at
Hartford City Sunday evening. The
mixed quartet
comprising
Misses
Mable Landon and Doris Atkinson and
Messrs. Skinner and Reed,, sang.
Miss Mildred Radaker, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl
Hightower, and
Mr. Charles
Wideman spent Sunday with Blanche
and Arthur Rehme at Summitville.

Up-to-date Restaurant

Dr. F. R. Langsdon

Moore & Son

ZONA E. COX
Quality Groceries

IMPLEMENTS
Gaston Hdw. Store

SALE FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE ECHO

Do you wish excellent Hosiery? We have
it now. The best bargains you have ever seen.
See the man who treats you fairly always.
A. N. CHRISTENSEN
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Picture Framing
Neatly Done

L. J. McAtee & Co.
312 S. Boots St.

Baseball
Monday, May 5th, the Eurekans
evened the series of baseball with the
Eulogs as the result of a big rally in
the 6th inning.
The combat started with "Mel" at
the bat for the Eulogs. "Mel" "Doc"
and Kenrick fanned. The first
two
Eurekan batters struck out; Gartrell
struck the third ball but was put out
on first base. The second inning be
gan and ended without a score.
The Eulogs rallied in the third inn
ing. J. Shilling struck second ball.
"Pil" struck second ball but was re
tired.
Hightower and "Mel" were
ticketed. Kenrick and Manning fan
ned. Shilling, Hightower and "Mel"
scored runs. The Eurekans fanned.
The Eulogs failed to send any of
their men across the pan in the
fourth inning. Gartrell was beaned
and sent to base. Gartrell, Rupp and
Christy scored runs.
With a score of 3-3 the entire audi
ence on the east was standing. Rupp
piched during the fifth inning. "Pil",
Kenrick and "Mel" ticketed. The
Eulogs scored 3. The first batter for
the Eurekans fanned. Tarbell was
caught out on second. Mosser and
Gartrell struck to first.
Thompson
fanned.
The sixth inning was begun by
Brown and Pilgrim fanning. Kenrick
and Naden ticketed and Reed struck
out. The Eurekans staged a big
rally, scoring 7 during the inning.
The final inning opened with un
usual vigor. Every man was up and
doing. "Doc" fanned. "Mac" and
Manning struck good ones. Clark
fanned and the inning ended with two
more scores making the final score
10-9 in favor of the Eurekans. Ow
ing to the late hour the Eurekans agreed to dispense with the game at
the end of the 6%th inning

Euiekon
Gartrell
Finaire
Christensen
Thompson
Rupp
Tarbell
Whitenack
Dean
Mosser

Eulog
Reed, M.
__ "Doc"
. Kenrick
Manning
Clark
Naden
Brown
Pilgrim
Hightower
Total
Eurekan 000307*
10
E u l o g
0 0 3 0 3 1 2
9
Runs: Eulogs, Reed 2; Mac 1;
Manning 1. Brown 1; Pilgrim 1; Highiower 1; Kenrick 2;
Eurekans: Tarbell, 1; Mosser 1;
Gartrell, 1; Thompson, 1; Christensen,
2; Rupp, 2; Dean, 1; Whitenack, 1.
Subs. "Mac" for Kenrick in the
4 th inning. Kenrick for Hightower
in the 4th inning.
Wednesday, May 7th, the Eulogs
and Eurekans met on the T. U. base
ball diamond to play the deciding
game of the season. The game was
called at 4:30 p. m.
The Eulogs were first to bat. Reed
was the only man who was lucky
enough to cross the pan. The Eurek
ans were evidently dreaming—per
haps taking Prof. Pogue's advice.
They failed to score.
The Eulogs failed to score in the
second inning. The Eurekans rallied.
Christy, Rupp and Lindell planted
three in succession and each succeed
ed in scoring.
Eulogs fanned the third inning.
Tommy fanned for the Eurekans.
Christy ticketed; Rupp lifted one over
left field which took Christy to third.
Rupp pilferred second.
Lindell and
Whitnack ticketed bringing Christy
in. Pinaire tapped one to the pitcher,
who sent it home, putting Rupp out—
the catcher put it to first putting Pin
aire out.
(Continued on page 18)
C.
P __
F. B.
S. B.
T. B.
S. S.
L. F.
C. F.
R. F.

Marion, Ind.

UPLAND STATE BANK
Upland, Ind.

Capital $25,000.00
Surplus and Profit $8,000.00
I. M. MILLER, President
E. L. BRAGG, Cashier

BEN BRADFORD
QUALITY SHOE SHOP
Upland

Indiana

W. E. WAGONER
DENTIST
Rooms 406-7 Glass Block
Phone 1235
Marion, Ind.

Service Hardware
Upland, Ind.
FOR SALE
20 acre farm, with improve
ments, consisting of a six room
house with basement, good well
and cistern, barn and other out
buildings, and almost all kinds
of f• 'fit. Jut five blocks from
Taylor University.

Riley Waterman

R. F. D. 1.

UPLAND, IND.
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Mibs: I heard you paid 2.00 for
a handkerchief, Ted.
Gegan: Yes, I did.
Mibs: Don't you think that's too
much money to "blow in"?
Tarbell:
Do you serve lobsters
here ?
Keever: Yes, we serve everybody.
What'll you have.
Does Dotty know much about auto
mobiles ?
Cyrus: No, she asked me if I
cooled my car by stripping the gears.
Elmor:
Here! Where did you
steal that rug from?
Bert: I didn't steal it. A lady
gave it to me and told me to beat it.

TAYLOR UNIVERSITY ECHO
ferred second and home.
The game progressed. Real skill
was shown at times. One could easily
believe that he was watching Hartnett, Fournier, Williams, Heilman and
other of Babe Ruth's contemporaries.
Final score 8-10 for the Eurekans.
Eulog
Eurekan
Reed, M.
C.
Gartrell
Metcalf
P.
Pinaire
McLaughlin
F. B.
Christy
Manning
S. B.
Thompson
Ockenga
T. B.
Ruppe
Shilling, J.
S. S.
Tarbell
Leisman
R. F.
Mosser
Kenrick
L. F.
Lindell
Pilgrim
C. B.
Whitnack
Runs: Eulogs—Reed, 2; Metcalf,
2; Shilling, 1; Leisman, 1; Manning,
1; Kenrick, 1.
Eurekans—Gartrell, 1; Christy, 3;
Ruppe, 3; Lindell, 1; Mosser, 1;
Thompson 1.
Total
Eulogs
8
10
Eurekans
_

Golden Rule Repair
Shop
Shoes—Harness—Auto Tops
And Curtains
S. A. D. HOWARD, Prop.

Marion Pantitorium
FRENCH DRY CLEANERS
318 S. Boots St.

I. C. RHONEMUS
DENTIST
Phones: Office 112, Res. 112-R 2.
Cooley Blk.

Hartford City

Thalo-Philo

You will not be disappointed if you
The series of baseball games be
buy ait
tween the Thalo and Philo Literary
A. C. (to drug clerk) "My hair Societies were opened Saturday in
is falling out. Can you give me spite of the threatening weather. Ask those who have bought of us.
However only four innings were play- Marion
-:-:Indiana
something to keep it in?'
'^Certainly," replied the clerk, e<^ because of the shower at noon.
The Thalos led from the beginning.
"Here's a nice cardboard box."
The Philos are expecting to be in bet
Porter: This train goes to Union ter shape the next time to meet with
Thalo nine.
City and points east.
Philo
Thalo
Irish: Well, I want a train that
I
RUGS, LINOLEUMS, ETC.
C.
Reed
goes to Syracuse and I don't care Gartrell
FURNITURE, CARPETS,
Pinaire
P.
Hodson 1 Summitville, Indiana.
which way it points.
Phone 129
Ruppe
F. B.
Christy
Maynard: (to Miss Bothwell, after Tarbell
.
B.
Stoddard
S
serving her with soup) It looks like Dat,g.henbaugh _.T. B. _____ Ockenga
rain.
Shilling
S. S.
Lindell
Miss Bothwell: Yes, and it tastes grown
L F.
Naden
Whole Wool at Wholesale
like it, too.
Clark
C. F.
McLaughlin
Ketcham
R. F.
Mosser
Little Norman Rose
GUARANTEED
Final score 10-5 in favor of the
Settled on a tack,
Thalos.
Total
To Fit
Little Norman Rose
Philo
0 12 2
5
To Wear
And didn't settle back
Thalo
0 5 14
10
To
Take a Keen Press
Runs:
Philo—Ruppe, 1. Gartrell,
EULOG-EUREKAN WIND-UP
1; Clark, 1; Shilling, 1; Brown, 1.
Manning laid one just in front of
Thalo—Reed, 1; Hodson, 1; Christy,
left fielder.
"Ockie" made first,
2; Stoddard, 2; "Ocky 2; McLaughWho will be in on the Next Ten
on a fumble at the short stop and pil- i;n; i; Mosser, 1.
ferred second. Manning walked home
on pitcher's balk. "Pil" fanned. ————————
Leisman hit first with a high fly be FRESH CANDIES AND ALL
KINDS OF SALADS
tween first
and second. Kenrick's
BY
two bagger brought Leisman home.
Reed was caught out. Mosser, Gar
trell and Rupp each made the rounds
Marion, Ind.
for the maroon and white. Rupp pil-

Middleton's Bakery

|

LA BOYTEAUX
& FESLER

Taylor—Made Suits

10 Orders In

American Woolen
Mills Co.

Louis Wolhey

A. N. Christensen
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BAMBOO INN

We have at all times a
COMPLETE LINE OF

MARION'S CLASSY EATING HOUSE
"Day by day in every way our patrons are becoming more pleased
with our Excellent Food and First Class Service."

SEASONABLE
MILLINERY

SPECIAL DINNER EVERY SUNDAY

TRIMMED—TAILOREDSPORT HATS

Chop Suey Orders Delivered o Any Part of the City at
Your Own Expense.

PHONE 1076

424 S. ADAMS ST.

OPEN DAILY 11 A. M. TO 1 A. M.

Distinguished by their Smartness
of Design and Quality.
ALWAYS SOMETHING NEW

Dr. D. Marcus St. John

Voorhees Hat Shoppe
"ON THE SQUARE"

Ralph C. Cottrell
Glasses Scientifically Fitted

Hartford City

Graduate American School of
Practipedics. Using Dr. Scholl's
Method of Foot Comfort.

W. A. HOLLIS, M. D.
EYE, EAR, NOSE, THROAT

SPECIAL RATES TO
STUDENTS

"Limp In—Walk out"
5HONE

2818 4th AND BRANSON
Y. W. C. A. BLDG. MARION IND.

421-422 Marion National Bank
Phone 246

Marion, Ind.

Office and Hospital, 214 N. High St.
Hartford City, Ind.
— -- -- - - - —

—

We will allow a

The Larrimer Art
Shop

to all Taylor U. Students on

The best photographs and frames.

Ladies' Ready-to-Wear

We promise very good work to T.

Men's Furnishings, Shoes

SPECIAL DISCOUNT

MARION, INDIANA

and Dry Goods

U. students.

"See Us First"

Marion, Ind.

you in our

Come in and give us a chance.

Upland, Ind.

line.

SEND IT TO

"THE HOUSE
OF CLEANLINESS"
Laundry
Dry CleaningCarpet Cleaning

Loy Furniture Co.
We can satisfy

SHOE CO.

Opposite Glass Block

Dr. G. C. Evans
Specialist in Foot Ailments
Lady Attendant
Office Phone 2167 R1
Residence Phone 2167 R2
Wigger Block.
Marion, Ind.

Watch for the White Truck

BROWN LAUNDRY
& Dry Cleaning Co.
LOYD OLSON, Agent

Taylor University
Hi

(For 1924-1925)

.; l

ON THE EDUCATIONAL SIDE.
Twelve majors leading to bachelor's degree.
High School teacher training.
Best American talent, and European master, in Music.
One of the nation's best Expression teachers.
A four-group selection for Master of Arts in Theology.
An efficient training course for preachers not seeking degree.

ON THE SPIRITUAL SIDE.
Everything revolves around the thought of a whole Bible and a per
fect Savior.
The class work "feeds faith and starves doubt."
"Always drawing rather than driving" is the gospel appeal at Taylor.
In examples of high living and clean thinking Taylor students lead.
Its altar is always agio w; and when the seasons of refreshing come—
what tides, what tides!
A school year in Taylor, with board, room, literary tuition and fees, will cost you
about $324. Much less than what it costs the school.
For Catalogue or matriculation blank, address the President, John Paul,, Upland,
Indiana.

Phones—Office 81, Res. 52.

Phones:

Office 99.

Residence 13.

Hours: 9-10 a. m. 2-4 and 7-8 p. m.

CHAS. A. SELLERS, M. D.
Internal Medicine and X-Ray

Diagnosis.
Portable X-Ray for bedside use.
Rooms, Dick Building, Hartford

J. F. KIMMEL
Undertaking and House Furnishings
OUR SERVICES THE BEST.
GASTON, INDIANA

